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1. Introduc on

Image 2: Top part for the magnetic
scales consists of magnetic
measuring head and object holder.

Congratula ons for your purchase of the GoldAnaly x Mini Magne c‐ and
Density Scales. The weight, the density and the magne c speciﬁca ons are
essen al for precious metal tes ng as well as for the determina on of their
value. The magne c speciﬁca ons detect dangerous tungsten forgings in fake
pure gold‐ and bullion coins. The density test gives you hints about material
forging in cases where the precious metal has been provided with material of
diﬀerent density or where there is a low‐quality alloy (e.g. 14 carats of gold
instead of 21 carats).
But there are also metals and alloys whose density ressemble those of gold
or silver a lot. The density of gold is 19.30 g/cm3 and tungsten has a very
similar density of 19.32 g/cm3. Silver has a density of 10.49 g/cm3 and an
alloy of n and lead can be mixed in a way that it has a density of about
10.50 g/cm3. Please keep in mind that these small diﬀerences can't be
detected by a common density scale and that the forging of a gold ingot with
e.g. tungsten has to be tested again. This is where the magne c weight
diﬀerence gets important. This magne c weight diﬀerence can be established
with the top part for the magne c scales. This gives you very important
informa on about the authen city of the tested object.
Please read this instruc on manual thoroughly before your ﬁrst use of the
Mini Magne c‐ & Density Scales. The combina on of density scales and
magne c scales allows you to detect numerous fakes. Please keep in mind
that coins of up to 1 oz can be measured with the density scales. The
magne c scales allow weights of more than double of that.

2. Scope of supply
Image 3: Top part of the density
scales

‐ Scales
‐ 2 x AAA ba eries
‐ Top part for the magne c scales
‐ Top part of the density scales
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3. Precision scales
(Speciﬁca ons)
On/Oﬀ bu on:
Working temperature:
LCD display:
Black light:
Power Supply:
Measurements:
Weight:
Bu ons:
‐TARE
‐PCS
‐UNIT

Turned oﬀ automa cally a er one minute
10‐30°C
ﬁve digit LCD display
blue
Alkaline Ba ery AAA x 2
138x90x70mm
150 g (without top part), 385 g (with top part for density scales ﬁlled with water)
Taring (switch to zero)
Coun ng
Switching between the measurement units:
g/ oz / ozt / dwt / ct / tl / gn

Assembly and treatment of the precision scales
Put the scales on a ﬂat and solid surface. Please guarantee that it doesn't shake or vibrate while measuring.
When the scales are put on a ﬂait ground, the bubble in the bubble tube is in the centre. The height of the
scales' feet can be modiﬁed by screwing. Push the TARE‐bu on a er turning the device on before weighing you
objet. Don't put anything heavier than 50 g on the scales.

4. Density scales
4.1 Assembly of the density scales
Put the top part for the density scale on the weighing pan. The round food
of the top part (1) with its elevated edge serves as stabilisa on on top of
the weighing pan (2).
A er ﬁlling the tank with water (ideally 20 °C or room temperature), the top
part will become stable. The ﬁlling level must be so high that your sample
ﬁts between the ground and the water surface.

1

4.2 Prepara on for the measurement
If you don't follow the following descrip ons, you'll risk inaccuracies of the
densi y determina on.

2

Ambient air temperature
The density scales have been tried and tested in most normal and
opera onal surroundings, where typical room temperature of 20 to 25 °C is
ideal.
Image 4: Top part for the density
scales is put on the weighing pan.
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Temperature of the water bath
Iden fy the water bath's temperature and ideally use water with about 25 °C. Don't ﬁll in neither very cold
nor very warm water, as it inﬂuences the precision of the density measurement. For water at room
temperature, you can use the simpliﬁed formula for density determina on without problems.

Tes ng sample
The tes ng sample has to be dry and clean shouldn't have a layer soluble in water on it. Grease and oil layers
have to be removed before the determina on.

Air bubbles
Lightly we ng liquids (e.g. normal water) can make air bubbles se le down to the holder or the measured
object. A bubble with a diameter of 2 mm already causes a measurement inaccuracy of 4 mg. In order to
avoid air bubbles, please proceed as follows:
‐ Degrease the tes ng sample and the measurement recipient
‐ A er the ﬁrst immersion, shake the en re assembly slowly to remove air bubbles
‐ Remove more adhesive bubbles with a brush

Porosity of the solid object
When immerging solid objects in a liquid, not the en re air in the (micro) pores is subs tuted by the liquid.
This leads to measurement inaccuricies and therefore to diﬀering densi es of rather porous solid objects.

Quick measurement realiza on
If you want to establish the density of various subsequent objects, it is recommended to ﬁrst determine and
note every air value and then to do the same with all the water values (W). A er that, the density values can
be calculated fast and easily.
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1.

4.3 Density scales: typical measurement
Simplified formula:

p

L
L‐W

=

Image 5: When the density scale's
tank is filled with water, push TARE
until 0,000 is displayed.

2.

This formula allows you to easily calculate the density by yourself.

Example:
For a gold coin (1 ounce) American Eagle (916 Gold), we established an
air value L of 34,01 g. A er that, we established the water value W of
32,06 g. Now, we subtract 32,06 g (i.e. the water value W) from 31,13 g
(air value L). This equals 1,91. The air value L is divided by this value: i.e.
34,01 divided by 1,91 and equals a density value of 17,80 g / cm³. This
diﬀers 1% from the density of an American Eagle or Krügerrand coin.

Image 6: The air value (L) is
established by pu ng the coin on the
support over the water tank.

Air value (L) = 34,010
Water value (W)= 32,102
p=
p=

3.

34,01
34,010‐ 32,102
17,80 g / cm³

Image 7: The coin is put aside and
TARE ist pushed again.

4.

Image 8: The coin is put on the
underwater pla orm and the water
value (W) is wri en down.
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4.4 Density tables of different metals

4.5 Accuracy of the results
The following is important for density measurements:

‐ The lower the sample's density, the more exact the measurement:
e.g.: the density establishment of one oz of silver ( 10,40 g/cm³ ) is more exact than one oz of gold
(19,30 g/cm³)

‐ The smaller the sample's volume, the more inaccurate the measurement result:
e.g.: when you establich the density of gold with a pure gold piece of 3 g, the result will be more
inaccurate than having it done with an punce of pure gold (31,10 g).

‐ Repeat the measurement various mes and take the mean value:
e.g.: 1/8 oz of pure gold can be diﬀeren ated of 1/8 oz 916er gold with the mini Magne c‐ &
density scales. But the measurement had to be repeated at least twice. terprichte ist deﬁniert als der
Quo ent aus gewoge

Keep in mind
for jewelry:

Jewelry like rings or brooches have to be homogeneous. This means that
they have to be free from ornamental stones and must not be hollow.
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5. Magne c scales
The top part for the Magne c scales test the authen city of diﬀerent precious metals fast and without
destroying them. The magne c scales are suited for quick detec ng of tungsten and tungsten alloy (W/WL)
occlusions in gold ingots or gold coins (from a W or WL content of >40‐50%). Besides, they are excellently
suited for discovering tantalum falsiﬁca ons for 900 / 916 gold coins.
Generally speaking, you can diﬀeren ate between diamagne c and para‐ or ferromagne c substances. The
result is revealed a er a few seconds as magne c weight diﬀerence. A big advantage is the pervading method,
i.e. the inner parts of the tes ng objects are examined (un l a certain thickness), and not only their surface. On
top of that, you can test the objects inside their plas c ﬁlms or blisters. Thanks to its highly eﬃcient
accumulator ba ery, the magne c scales allow you to test precious metal onsite and on the way.

5.1 Assembly of the magne c scales
Put the magne c measurement head on the weighing pan, put the object holder on top of that and press
TARE.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Images 14: The assembly of the magnetic scales is very fast. Put on the top part, put the objecto holder on top
and press TARE.

5.1 Performing the measurement
Before measuring, the scales have to display 0,000 (image 4). Test your object frist with a bar magnet.
Don't put the object on the scales when it is a racted by a magnet. Now put your sample on the object holder
directly over the magnet as shown on image 5.

5.

Image 5: Put the coin in the centre over the magnet.
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The scales show a posi ve result (image 6, on the le ) in case of a real
American Eagle coin. If you now put on a forging with tungsten, the scales
will show a highly nega ve weight (image 7, at the bo om on the le ). you
can detect fakes even thorugh blisters and coin capsules. The closer the
precious metal is to the measurement head, the stronger the weighing
result. If the real coin (le ) be inside a capsule, the value will decrease
from 20 mg to 16 mg. The signs are important, especially for pure gold
(bullion ingots). Some original coins have ferromagne c nickel or iron as
impureness in their alloy and show a lightly (mg area) nega ve result.
Tungsten shows a highly nega ve result.

Image 6: An "American Eagle" 916
gold coin of 34 g shows more than
+ 0,020 g.

Measurement principle
The measurement principle uses the diﬀerent magne c traits of gold and
silver in a strong magne c ﬁeld compared to current forging metals like
tungsten, tantalum or molybdenum. Whereas gold and silver show
diamagne c behaviour in a magne c ﬁeld, it is typical for metals like
tungsten or tantalum and their alloys to show paramagne c behaviour.
This can be used in your favour, as the paramagne c forging metals exert
an a rac on on the magnet and cause a minus sign on the magne c
scales.

Diamagne sm, paramagne sm and ferromagne sm describe diﬀerent
magne c kinds of behaviour of the material. Whereas paramagne sm and
diamagne sm can't be observed in everyday life, ferromagne sm is known
from many everyday situa ons (scrapyards, etc.). In principle, every
substance has diamagne c quali es, but diamagne sm is overlayn by
paramagne c and ferromagne c quali es in a lot of substances. On this
basis, you can do the following classiﬁca on regarding the magne zability:
Ferromagne c substances are strongly a racted by a magnet. At room
temperature, metals like iron, nickel and cobalt for example are
ferromagne c. Ferromagne sm is about 1000 mes stronger than
Bild 7: "American Eagle" coin with
paramagne sm and diamagne sm.
tungsten core shows a highly
nega ve result ‐ even in its capsule.

Important to know: Adding ferromagne c substances can complicate the
measurement with the magne c scales, as even small amounts can cause
misinterpreta ons (see chapter "Evalua on of the measured results").
Paramagne c material on the contrary are weakly a racted by a magnet.
So a strong exterior magne c ﬁeld is needed to achieve a no ceable eﬀect.
Diamagne c substances are weakly repelled by a magnet. Very strongly
diamagne c material are e.g. pyroly c carbon and the metal bismuth. They
repel a magnet very strongly (and create posi ve values on the magne c
scales). This diﬀerence between paramagne c and diamagne c substances
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are the basics of the authen city determina on of precious metals with the magne c scales because
diamagne c substances like pure gold or pure silver and their copper alloys cause a posi ve value, for the
material weakly repels the magne c measurement head and the la er exerts pressure on the measurement
cell of the scales. In case of paramagne c substances, the material (e.g. tungsten or tantalum) is lightly
a racted by the magnet and the scales are discharged; the result is a nega ve value.

Maximum charge
We recommend to measure ingots and coins of up to 50 g.

Pure material
When measuring pure material, the test results theore cally behave according to the following table.

Diamagnetic

Paramagnetic

Ferromagnetic

plus sign (+)
minus sign ()
strong minus sign () for
for magnetic measurement for magnetic measurement magnetic measurement
Bismuth

Palladium

Iron

Carbon

Titanium

Nickel

Tin

Platinum

Cobalt

Zinc

Tantalum

Silver

Tungsten

Gold

Tungsten alloys

Copper

Molybdenum
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This means for example that a silver or gold coin normally delivers a posi ve value. Similar things apply for
material like pure copper or lead. The metal bismuth is the most diamagne c material and for that delivers the
highest posi ve value at the same geometry. In the case of forgings with bismuth layers, it can maybe make
the paramagne c material on the inside show a nega ve deﬂec on. But such forgings would be very laborious
and the rela vely low densi y of bismuth would cause strong devia ons regarding nominal measurements or
weight for gold, pla num or palladium.

Paramagne c cores
In case of paramagne c cores of ferromagne c impuri es (i.e. for example a tungsten‐copper‐alloy with traces
of iron) inside of silver‐ or gold tes ng samples, the scales show signiﬁcantly nega ve deﬂec ons of 1g to 6g.
But keep in mind that forgers won't always use the current tungsten alloys with iron‐ or nickel impuri es,
which may mean that the deﬂec ons will be much less pronounced.

Ferromagnec impuri es
Some alloyed gold coins (especially the very old ones), like the following:
‐ 900 gold (Vreneli, La n Monetary Union, Austro‐Hungarian Krone)
‐ 916 Gold (American Eagle, some older years of Krügerrand, Britannia (years before 2012)
‐ other alloyed par cularly old gold coins
can (but don't need to) contain small amounts of ferromagne c material like nickel, iron or in rare cases
cobalt. This can cause the registra on of a nega ve value when tes ng these coins or objects made of this
material in general against all expecta ons. The reason is that ferromagne c material is a racted the most by
magnets.

Magne c suscep bili es in [10‐9 kg‐1 / m³].
Diamagnets

Paramagnets

Bismuth

17,00

Molybdenum

1,17

Beryllium

12,60

Tungsten

3,90

Antimony

10,90

Magnesium

6,90

Tellurium

3,90

Aluminium

7,80

Tin

3,10

Tantalum

10,70

Zinc

2,21

Platinum

12,20

Silver

2,20

Rhodium

13,20

Gold

1,80

Titanium

40,10

Lead

1,50

Palladium

65,00

Copper

1,08

Manganese
Terbium
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from left to right: bismuth, beryllium, antimony, tellurium, tin, zinc, silver, gold, lead, copper, molybdenum,
tungsten, magnesium, aluminium, tantalum, platinum, rhodium, titanium, palladium, manganese
Image 8: Here you can see which reciprocal signs a metal will have on the magne c scales. One can describe it as follows:
Gold has a posi ve sign and shows values from 0,010 to 0,200 g on the scales.

6. Umwelt‐ und Entsorgungshinweise
Used electric and electronic devices can't be disposed of in unsorted residen al waste according to European
requirements [1], but have to be separated. The symbol of the wheeled rubbish bin indicates the necessity of
separa on. Par cipate in protec ng the environment. Make sure that you dispos of this device in the systems
intended for this purpose in the separate collec on, if you don't want to use the product anymore.
In Germany, you have to dispose of old machinery in collec on points separated from unsorted municipal waste
by law [2]. The public responsables for waste disposal (municipali es) have installed collec on points where old
machineries of private homes of their region can be disposed of for free. It may be possible that the public
responsables collect the old machinery from private homes.
Please get informed about your local waste collec on calender or about the local possibili es for disposal or
collec on of old machinery at your municipality.
[1] Direc ve 2002/95/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of waste electrical and electronic
equipment.
[2] "Gesetz über das Inverkehrbringen, die Rücknahme und die umweltverträgliche Entsorgung von Elektro‐ und
Elektronikgerätegesetz ‐ ElektroG".
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